CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS

McGhan Construction Co. Inc. & Big Lake Storage April 16, 2012, Dear Brad and Jill, We would like to thank you for the auctioneering you did for
us on April 7th. We have been in the storage business since 1988 and always dreaded having to foreclose on units. We followed the whole procedure but the actual auction portion was pretty much nothing other than a nuisance. We rarely had anyone show up for them though we did our
newspaper advertising as per procedure.
We had already scheduled the auction before we called you and you worked with us very well with that. You widened our scope of getting the word
out, lent us signs and brought tremendous energy to the project! We were absolutely amazed at the number of people who came to the auction and
the professional manner in which you ran the whole thing. You thought to cover things like retaining the personal papers and effects for the owners
of the foreclosed units, making sure things were cleaned out in a timely manner and addressing things like guns and anything illegal, etc.
You also made it fun and exciting for everyone involved! Everyone was in a great mood, there was no bickering or hints of problems. You were very
much in control and made it a good experience for all. The icing on the cake was that we also made money!!
We thank you for your help and are actually looking forward to our next foreclosure auction knowing that under the circumstances it can be an positive experience. We have already talked to friends and advised them that when they are looking to liquidate things hiring you as auctioneer will more
than make them the monies you charge and make it a much easier task.
We are very, very pleased with our experience and thank you for your help. Sincerely, Tim & Lindsey McGhan
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"Thank you for the outstanding job you did auctioning our business and personal items. Downsizing is always a stressful time and you're professional attitude made selling of our excess equipment less stressful." Roger O. Purcell, Mayor - City of Houston
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"Through Mr. Brad Webb's efforts over the part year's, a substantial amount of money has been raised to support the valuable and needed work of
the Alaska Equine Rescue....." James McCann -Alaska Equine Rescue, President
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
“Brad Webb's expertise helped us to raise a lot of money and added great entertainment to the evening. We are extremely fortunate to have your
dedication and support of kids." Cheri Albright, Dan Michael, Joe Gardner - Wasilla High School Activities Department.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"Thank you to for your expert guidance, consultation and auctioning at our auction. We owe this success too your hard work...." Mat-Su Health
Foundation
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
"Thank you for the great job you did for us at our Benefit Auction. This was the most fun and successful auction event I have attended and it was the
largest single fund raiser event this organization has ever accomplished. Your years of experience were evident and a key role in the success. I
would recommend your services to anyone interested in doing and auction. " TEEN CHALLENGE INTERNATIONAL

